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Genre: Electronic / Funk / Soul
Album: Floral Shoppe
Country: UK
Released: 2016
Style: Vaporwave
MP3 version RAR size: 1762 mb
FLAC version RAR size: 1424 mb
WMA version RAR size: 1529 mb
Rating: 4.7
Votes: 685
Other Formats: VOX WMA WAV RA ASF AAC DMF

Tracklist

A1 Booting
A2 Modern Computing
A3 Floral Shoppe
B1 Library
B2 Geography
B3 Chill Divin With Ecco
C1 Math
C2 Standby
C3 I Am Pico
D1 Untitled
D2 Untitled
D3 Untitled
D4 Untitled

Notes

tracks for side D unlisted on sleeve. Origin unknown. numbered __/10.

Other versions

Category Artist Title (Format) Label Category Country Year
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MP3, Album, 320) Beer On The Rug BOTR009 US 2011
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BOTR009 Macintosh Plus Floral Shoppe (Cass,
Album, Ltd, C44) Beer On The Rug BOTR009 US 2012

OESB-92 Macintosh Plus Floral Shoppe (12xFile,
FLAC, Album)

Olde English
Spelling Bee OESB-92 US 2017

none Macintosh Plus
Floral Shoppe (Cass,
Album, RE, Unofficial,
C44)

Not On Label
(Macintosh Plus) none Australia 2017

VC-TST Macintosh Plus
Floral Shoppe (Cass,
Album, Ltd, Unofficial,
Sem)

Not On Label VC-TST US 2016

Comments about Floral Shoppe - Macintosh Plus
Vichredag
Can someone tell me what is those "Untitled" 4 titles are in?Aviation, Te, Tsuki and Kaitei? Thanks. ;)
Shalinrad
1 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0lbcLcSlsdY2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R3TiPn92MMEI did not find the other ａｅｓｔｈｅｔｉｃｓ songs...
Faehn
The grooves are mostly out of frame in these photos, but when this cropped up on Ebay the first
time, it was one of the worst-looking bootlegs I've ever seen. Must sound hilariously bad, good luck
getting $666 off of a shit bootleg.
Nakora
When the "real" vinyl will be selling for $10,000, this bootleg will look like a great deal.
Moogura
If this goes anything like the Demon Days red wax did, I am definitely in for a treat watching the
marketplace go up in flames. Brace yourselves.
Perongafa
Praise the lord in heaven this is finally on sale for a reasonable price
Tar
There is a pre-order up right now on the same website as before. There was when I pre-ordered
about 12 hours ago at least.
Ceroelyu
Damn, out already? Glad I scooped one but I'm guessing they'll have some more later down the line
if this pressing really has been in the works for a couple years now like some are saying; would seem
silly of them not to press more later on
Wishamac
Will there be a rerelease soon? I missed out to and sucks it has only beem 2 days.
Jaberini
Already gone. Was about to buy then sold out in the meantime. 2 days. Geeees
Pipet
HAHAHA GET REKT. Choke with your bootleg. You won't be getting any money from it.
Bralore
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NEW VINYL OUT ON OLDE ENGLISH SPELLING BEE,,, dont spend so much money on this when
you can get it legit!
Pooker
lol how'd that go for yabet it went very well
sunrise bird
the person who made these 10 copies essentially printed money, this shouldnt be allowed to sell on
Discogs. in fact the only person who has a copy for sale for $666 on Discogs is "mustardnbuns" who
is the TOP contributor to the creation of the LP on Discogs.
Zavevidi
Discogs has banned some records from being sold on their site (some bootlegs and counterfeits) and
this should be one of them
Still In Mind
1k for a vinyl? Lmao get real. How on Earth people are paying so much for this album on any format
is honestly beyond me.
Ximathewi
Well, sure. But you can also buy it digital for 10 dollars so your logic doesn't really make any sense.
Uscavel
cause its is a really really really really really really good album
Whiteseeker
The four untitled tracks aren't listed on the back cover (which was for an early draft of the album)
and are as follows: 外ギンAVIATION (Foreign Banks AVIATION), て (Te), 月 (Moon), and 海底 (Seabed).
DireRaven
Does this boot even have the correct track listing? I don't see Lisa Frank 420 listed above, and
there's no way anyone hoping to profit from this would release it without the most iconic track.
Butius
Lisa Frank 420 is on the vinyl, it's under the title 'Modern Computing'.
Chillhunter
Does a personal bootleg really count on here? This was made by a company that will cut you a lathe
of anything you bought a digital edition of.
IGOT
vinyl-pressing dot com could be a likely source, as they press 12" records in small quantities.
Kea
Maybe there are other companies, the one I know: Vinylify. However they can only produce 10"
records. Not sure if this bootleg is a 10" or a 12".They claim they can only work with legal content,
proved ownership etc.. but I don't really think they would turn away loads of people wanting to press
a couple of personal copies of their favs digital-only releases.
Iesha
Do you know the name of the company that made this? thanks.
Gralinda
Please publicize! I WANT THIS VERY VERY BADLY! Please please!
Uthergo
I was planning on doing something like this. I guess someone beat me to it
Hilarious Kangaroo
Looks like theres only 10 copies of this, so you should go on.
Keth
what the hell is this please explain :( ridiculous tbh
Jothris
boi, he didn't mean literally.'At least 10 words must be entered, Please enter at least 1 more."
Kagda
It's really hard to describe, but it's a release that's in a genre called Vaporwave. I can't really explain
Vaporwave is.



Related Music albums to Floral Shoppe by Macintosh Plus
The Harry Macintosh Project - Such Is The Vulture's Love EP
The Weeds - The Weeds - AKA The Lollipop Shoppe
Molly Bee - From The Wrong Side Of Town / Sweet Shoppe Sweetheart
Lord Mu - God Shoppe
The Von Bondies - Pawn Shoppe Heart
Title Fight - Floral Green
Floral Tattoo - Approaching Bearable
Juke'n'tosh Plus - Foot Shoppe
Brighouse & Rastrick Brass Band - The Floral Dance
Zamfir - The Lonely Shepherd / Floral Dance
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